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Draw with Stars ! 1.2 adds Animation Options and is Free for Two Days
Published on 06/15/10
L'Escapadou today announces Draw with Stars ! 1.2 for iPad and iPhone with new star
spinning and color options to create stunning animated drawings. Draw with Star ! is a fun
drawing toy that allows anyone to draw carefully designed and animated stars over a night
sky canvas or photos from your albums. The app is also packed with sound effects. To
celebrate this release, the app will be free of charge on June 16th and 17th.
L'Escapadou today is pleased to announce the released and availability of Draw with Stars
! v1.2 for iPad and iPhone with new star spinning and color options to create stunning
animated drawings. With these new features, adding carefully designed and animated stars
over pictures or a night sky canvas is even funnier and more magical. To celebrate this
release, the app will be free of charge on June 16th and 17th.
Draw with Star ! is a fun drawing toy that allows to literally draw carefully designed and
animated stars over a night sky canvas or photos from your albums. Animations are
everywhere and even when stars are removed, they are turned into shooting stars which fly
away. It is is also packed with sound effects : musical chimes when stars are created and
summer night natural sounds.
Draw With Stars ! v1.1 was Featured by Apple in "New and Noteworthy" & "What's Hot" in
iPad/Entertainment category in Australia, Canada, France, Italy, Japan, Spain, Switzerland
and UK. Version 1.1 has 4 stars rating average in USA App Store, and AppModo has reviewed
it and stated that "The stars, animations and sounds all help make this app quite
entertaining".
Features:
* Fully animated stars (spinning and glow/flare effect)
* Multitouch (draw with your 10 fingers/several people can draw together)
* Stars turned into shooting stars when removed
* Choose a background image from your photo album
* Choose average star size and color in the provided palette
* Choose star spinning mode
* Snapshot
* Animated comets displayed in the background
* Background natural sound and sound effects
* Universal App - buy it once and use it on your iPad and iPhone
Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPad, iPhone and iPod touch
* Requires iPhone OS 3.1 or later
* 7.0 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Draw with Stars ! 1.2 is $0.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and
available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Entertainment category.
Members of the media please contact Pierre Abel to obtain a promotional coupon code for a
free copy of Draw with Stars!
Draw with Stars! 1.2:
http://lescapadou.com
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/id=367460661
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YouTube Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lXFfKO_5w2I
Press Kit:
http://lescapadou.com/Draw-with-Stars-Graphics-PressKit.zip

L'Escapadou is a family design studio which goal is to create fun, creative and
entertaining apps for iPad and iPhone, with a focus on educational apps for kids. The
studio was created after the launch of the iPad with the belief that the iPad can be a
great tool for learning and creativity. Pierre Abel, technical leader, has programmed on
Apple computers since Apple IIe and holds a PhD in computer Science. Copyright (C) 2010
L'Escapadou. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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